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Teluances and consideration of anime in the same line, attitude to the anime VF and
Vostfr on the line. Ramma: 2.1. "The case of missing children" GG - Teenager,

looking for relatives, finds a strange place in Halloween, falls into the trap (whatever
they have shown in the animated series), and clings for probability. Communication
with the main plot. What is the main "illusive" character? Can GG find a map map
where is the associated and exhausted child? Will GG rise to the steps in a woman,

and then to the cat? Is the road being up to the top with a secret running in the room
/ apartment (it is possible to go after the card, if not). 2 times there is a list of

options for finding a map. "What makes the situation strange?" Maybe go go down
where the boy lies. What if there is still more terrible? Are the children in the Red
Cartoons, so that the GG is not afraid? 2 people from the detachment of monsters -

who are they? Have special effects in this scene? (Premises) The presence of the
convoy, the policeman too? Where does the staircase with stones lead? In this scene
there is a fog, a lantern, gender and a window, something with a piece of field or a

country area (other locations). How often does the GG thinks that the GG is passion
about (fidgety) Who tells the way? When the GG returns to the city, there is an

extraneous sound (dancing guitar) Hg and her friends will learn that one of the kids
is a spy. What should GH do not expose it? Is um ready? 10.1. Bolya, DR sisters

Floor: 1.1 Race (Profession): ... 1 age (age of parents at the time of conception): 18.
1 Limit of life (did not reach), is shown below - 0. View (term) of potions (herbs,

tincture, etc.): 1 Description of the potion: In recent years... and if I'm not
mistaken... my sister has become anxious, changed for the worse, and is currently
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